- Link the prescribed number of leg links on the two steel Bands. Each link should be space close but not overlap each other when final tightening.

- Connect the notched bars as above, insure steel bands against the spacer.

- Insure the space between connector bolts between the band lock is sufficient for bolt tightening.

- When the required space is established all bands can be marked for the same measure lock to fit locks.

- Place connected spacers on the pipe.

- Place the bolts through the holes in the rods and pre-tighten the bolts.

- Move the legs to the required place: normally runners at bottom, lock device top-little to the side.

- Tighten the nuts evenly to clamp spacer on the pipe.

- After installing the required number of casing spacers on the carrier pipe, insert the pipe into the casing pipe.

- **Spacing:** Place one spacer within 12” of each end and 5 ft centers along the carrier pipe.